Repairs under way at Baltimore’s troubled sewage plants
But violations continue,
Blue Water Baltimore
threatens to sue
By Timothy B. Wheeler

P

ollution violations uncovered recently at
Maryland’s two largest sewage treatment
plants have been or are in the process
of being fixed, Baltimore city and state
officials say.
But maintenance and operational problems continue at the city’s Back River and
Patapsco plants, according to the Maryland Department of the Environment. A
corrective action plan prepared by the city
Department of Public Works indicates some
issues could take years to completely resolve.
Meanwhile, Blue Water Baltimore, the
nonprofit environmental group that blew
the whistle on problems at the two facilities, has served notice it will sue unless it’s
given a seat at the table in talks between
the city and MDE over how to bring the
plants into compliance.
“We would much prefer to work

collaboratively with all the agencies
involved,” said Alice Volpitta, the group’s
Baltimore Harbor Waterkeeper. “But if we
need to, we will absolutely bring a citizen
enforcement suit.”
Blue Water Baltimore alerted the MDE
last spring that the nonprofit’s routine
water quality monitoring of the harbor
had revealed high bacteria levels in treated
wastewater coming from the Patapsco
plant. An MDE inspector then found “numerous deficiencies and violations” at both
facilities, which discharge treated wastewater into tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay.
Among the findings of the May and June
inspections: key treatment equipment malfunctioning or out of order, staffing shortages
and botched sampling for toxic contaminants.
The problems became public Aug. 30
when Blue Water Baltimore released the
MDE inspection reports along with an
MDE letter to the city demanding immediate corrective action. On Sept. 17, the
public works department submitted a plan
to the MDE outlining a series of steps for
resolving problems at each plant.
In the plan, city officials said the
violations resulted from “severe staffing

shortages and persistent repair and maintenance issues” over the past two years,
which they said were exacerbated by a 2019
ransomware attack on the city followed by
the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Most
of the infractions were “reporting and
business process” issues, they said, with
relatively few actual pollution violations.
But as the MDE’s August letter noted,
both plants had racked up “significant violations” since sometime in 2020, including
repeatedly discharging excessive amounts
of nitrogen, phosphorus, bacteria and other
pollutants.
An MDE inspector visited the Back
River plant again on Sept. 20 and found
some improvements, including the repair
of some equipment. But he also found
continuing problems with other treatment
processes, including a lack of maintenance.
He tallied seven violations, three fewer
than listed in the MDE’s August letter.
The Patapsco plant was inspected on
Oct. 5, but MDE spokesman Jay Apperson
said that report was not finished.
On Oct. 8, the city’s public works
department issued a press release declaring
it had fixed the “reporting and business

process concerns” raised by state inspectors. Moreover, it contended that the vast
majority of violations cited by the MDE at
the two plants have been corrected.
But city officials indicated in the plan
submitted earlier to the MDE that it would
take two to six months to hire and train
more staff and complete reviews and contracts for cleaning and repairing equipment.
Some treatment processes also need more
extensive upgrades, the report said, and it
could be up to two years before that work
could begin. Plans for changing how both
plants handle sewage sludge could take five
years to complete.
Volpitta, the Harbor Waterkeeper, said
bacteria counts have come back down in
recent water samples, but the underlying
causes of that pollution have yet to be fully
addressed. She noted that both plants have
previously undergone costly treatment
upgrades, funded in large part by the state,
to enhance their ability to reduce nutrient
pollution of local waters and the Bay.
“We’re not going to achieve the pollution
reductions we need for the Bay,” she said,
“if we don’t have those systems up and
functioning.” n
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